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Close some of the gaps and create a Snowman maze, 
then give it to a friend to solve !
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Close some of the gaps and to create a maze of Santa's Hat, 
then give it to a friend to solve !
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Close some of the gaps and create a candy cane maze, 
then give it to a friend to solve !



Solve the Ugly Sweater Maze. Then color it and draw on it to 
create your own ugly sweater !!
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Use lines to close some of the gaps and create a 
Gingerbread Maze. Then color your cookie !
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Use lines to connect the ornaments, making walls and creating a 
maze. Then color your tree !
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Close some of the gaps and create a Christmas Stocking maze, 
then give it to a friend to solve !



Connect some of the dots to create an 
Ornament Maze (I have started a few for you). 

Then decorate your maze !



Connect the dots and close some of the gaps to create a 
Present Maze. Then color your present !
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Use lines to close some of the gaps and create a Christmas Tree 
Maze. Then color your tree !



Avoid the ugly sweaters and solve the maze !
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Collect all the snowmen and solve the maze !
Do not visit any space more than once !
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Collect all the Christmas Trees and solve the maze !
Do not visit any space more than once !
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Avoid the dirty snowflakes and solve the maze !



Collect all the Christmas Presents and solve the maze !
Do not visit any space more than once !
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Arrows jump over the next square
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